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Detection
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Abstract—Salient object detection aims to detect the main ob-
jects in the given image. In this paper, we proposed an approach
that integrates semantic priors into the salient object detection
process. The method first obtains an explicit saliency map that is
refined by the explicit semantic priors learned from data. Then
an implicit saliency map is constructed using a trained model
that maps the implicit semantic priors embedded into superpixel
features with the saliency values. Next, the fusion saliency map
is computed by adaptively fusing both the explicit and implicit
semantic maps. The final saliency map is eventually computed
via the post-processing refinement step. Experimental results have
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method, partic-
ularly, it achieves competitive performance with the state-of-
the-art baselines on three challenging datasets, namely, ECSSD,
HKUIS, and iCoSeg.

Index Terms—Salient Object Detection, Semantic Priors, Deep
Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

THe ultimate goal of salient object detection is to de-
termine the salient objects which attract the attention

of humans on the input image. This research problem has
grown more and more popular from neuroscience to computer
vision community. It also has been successfully adopted in
many applications, for instance, image classification [1], video
classification [2], attention re-targeting [3], image resizing [4],
and targeted advertisement [5]. More applications of visual
saliency can be found in the extensive survey [6].

There exist many efforts towards highly accurate salient
object predictors, from handcrafted features such as global
contrast [7], local contrast [8], [9], to image patches [10],
[11]. Witnessing the advancements in the field, our motivation
stems from a simple research question “why this object is
considered more salient than other objects in the same image”.
In fact, the saliency values of the salient objects are decided
by humans via ground-truth annotation. We start this work
by looking back to the annotation process in the literature.
From the dawn of the research problem, the aforementioned
question was out of attention since the early datasets, i.e.,
MSRA Salient Object Database [12] or MSRA1000 [7], were
collected under a simple setting, namely containing images
with one object. In that setting, the sole object is unarguably
considered as the salient object. The challenging question is
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becoming critical when more complicated saliency datasets,
ECSSD [13], [14] and HKUIS [15] are later introduced with
one or multiple objects in an image with cluttered background.
This leads us to analyze the difference between two main
ground-truth collection methods in saliency detection, namely,
the procedure of human fixation collection and the process of
salient object labeling. In the former procedure, the ground-
truth is captured as the fixation points and saccades when a
viewer is displayed a stimulus (in the image form) within a few
seconds with no task given. During such a short timespan, the
viewer is not able to look at the whole image, instead, he/she
is only able to fixate to certain image locations that instantly
draw his/her attention. For the latter process, the ground-truth
is in the form of object mask(s) labeled by averaging the
input of many annotators. Undoubtedly the annotators were
given much longer time to mark the pixels belonging to the
salient object(s). In case of multiple objects, the annotator
naturally identifies the semantic label of each object in the
image and then decides which object should be marked as
salient. This inspires us to connect the problem of salient
object detection with the semantic segmentation research,
i.e., we proposed a framework to leverage the explicit and
implicit maps for saliency detection. In the latter semantic
segmentation problem, the semantic label of each single pixel
is assigned based on a trained model (semantic parser) which
maps the features of the pixel/superpixel with a particular
semantic class label [16], [17], [18], [19].

Recently, along with the broad application of deep learning
in semantic segmentation, deep models, i.e., Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), and later Fully Convolutional Net-
work (FCN), have been successfully adopted to produce
more robust features than handcrafted ones for salient object
detection. In particular, deep networks [20], [15], [21], [22]
achieve substantially better results than previous state of the
art. However, these works mainly focus on either changing
the training data (transfer learning), or stacking more network
layers. These works actually achieve a higher accuracy, how-
ever, the impact of the semantic information is not adequately
studied. Thus, in this paper, we explicitly study the impact
of semantic information into the problem of salient object
detection. In particular, we propose the so-called semantic
priors to construct the explicit and implicit semantic saliency
maps in order to produce a high quality salient object detector.
Note that this paper extends the previously proposed frame-
work and provides additional insights, analysis, and evaluation
introduced in our previous work [23]. The main contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows.
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• The semantic information is harnessed into the salient
object detection process. We form the semantic informa-
tion as semantic priors which perform competitively with
state-of-the-art baselines.

• We demonstrate that our work is a general framework
which can easily adopt state-of-the-art semantic parsers.
In addition, our framework is integrated with the refine-
ment step in order to recover the missing parts of salient
objects.

• In addition, the proposed method is able to boost per-
formance of the existing deep learning approaches to a
higher bound via the saliency aggregation.

• Last but not least, we analyze the effectiveness of the
proposed framework, i.e., the effectiveness of different
component semantic-driven saliency maps, and the failure
cases in order to pave way to the future work.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
briefly review and analyze related works in Section II. Then,
we present in details our proposed framework in Section III.
Next, we report the experimental results and discussions in
Section IV. Finally, Section V presents the conclusions and
future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we first review the state-of-the-art semantic
parsers including the non-parametric methods and the recently
proposed deep learning approaches. We then review various
salient object detection models.

A. Semantic Parsers
Most of the early semantic parsers follow the non-

parametric label transfer mechanism [16], [24]. Liu et al. [16]
introduced an image parser based on the dense correspondence
across images. Given a test image, the semantic label is then
assigned to a pixel according to the majority of the reference
pixels from the k similar images in the training set. However,
referencing via pixel-wise correspondence is very complex and
time-consuming. Thus, Tighe et al. [24] transferred labels at
the superpixel level. The semantic label is assigned to a su-
perpixel according to the majority of the reference superpixels
from the k similar images. Later, Eigen and Fergus [25] further
improved [24] by learning different weights to each feature
descriptors in order to minimize the classification error. Yang
et al. [26] drew attention to rare class exemplars. Another
approach [27] adopted deep superpixel’s features and thus
achieved better superpixel classification results.

Recently, there emerges a deep learning method, namely
fully convolutional network (FCN) [18], which refines the
popular Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [28] with
upsampling layers in order to predict the input pixel with
a semantic class label. Zheng et al. [19] improve FCN by
considering more factors such as probabilistic graphical mod-
els, i.e., Conditional Random Field (CRF). As shown in [18],
[19], the deep learning based methods outperform other non-
parametric based ones. Most recently, He et al. [29] proposed
the Mask RCNN method to tackle the semantic segmentation
tasks. Mask RCNN performs the instance segmentation from
the initial bounding boxes of detected objects.

B. Salient Object Detection

In the literature, the saliency detection approaches can be
classified into low-level stimuli-driven attention and machine
learning-based ones. The early low-level stimuli-driven atten-
tion approaches [30], [31] focused on the contrast of low-level
features such as color, intensity, or orientation. Since human
visual system is very sensitive to color, many approaches
use local or global color contrast. Cheng et al. [32], [8]
proposed a method to measure the local contrast of each image
superpixel. Meanwhile, Achanta et al. [7] proposed a global
contrast method to detect the salient object by computing
color dissimilarities to the mean image color. There also
exist various patch-based methods which estimate dissimilarity
among image patches [10], [9]. Goferman et al. [10] found
that the salient objects contain the images patches that are
most different from others. Perazzi et al. [9] further embedded
the spatial distribution to ensure that the salient objects are
compact. Li et al. [33] modelled an image as a hypergraph
that utilizes a set of hyperedges to capture the contextual
properties of image pixels or regions. As a result, they cast the
problem of salient object detection to the problem of finding
salient vertices and hyperedges in the hypergraph. Nguyen
et al. [36], [34] augmented the objectness hypotheses [35]
with the compactness constraint in order to identify the salient
objects. As discussed in [37], the resulting saliency maps of
these methods are blurry with loss in details. In addition, they
are likely to highlight image edges and noise.

Regarding the machine learning-based approaches, Liu et
al. [12] trained a CRF model to predict saliency from the
combination of multiscale contrast, center-surround histogram,
and color spatial distribution. Jiang et al. [11], [38] proposed
the discriminative regional feature integration-based method
(DRFI) which maps the regional features with the saliency
values. Meanwhile, Kim et al. [39] proposed detecting salient
objects by learning the combinational weights of color co-
efficients in the high-dimensional color transform. However,
the predicted saliency maps do not totally focus on the
salient objects. Instead, they also highlight adjacent regions
of salient objects. For saliency fusion, Le Meur et al. [40]
combined the output of top 2 saliency models to improve the
performance. Meanwhile, Nguyen et al. [41] fused the saliency
maps from different saliency detectors based on the image
visual similarity.

Recently, the salient object detectors are outnumbered by the
deep learning-based approaches. Wang et al. [20] introduced
deep networks for saliency detection via local estimation
and global search. Meanwhile, Li et al. [15] detected visual
saliency based on multiscale deep features. In another ap-
proach, Li et al. [21] proposed multi-task deep neural network
model to tackle the problem. Wang et al. [22] presented
a novel method for detecting saliency with Recurrent Fully
Convolutional Networks. Wei et al. [42] propose a co-saliency
deep model based on a fully convolutional network with group
input and group output. Wang et al. [43] trained a classifier
and a subspace projection to rank object proposals based on
R-CNN features. Zhang et al. [44] aggregated multi-level con-
volutional features to achieve the state-of-the-art performance.
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of the Semantic Priors (SP) based salient object detection framework with Fully Convolutional Network [18] used as the semantic
parser: semantic scores from the semantic parser (Section III-A), the explicit map computation (Section III-B), the implicit map computation (Section III-C),
adaptive saliency fusion (Section III-D), and post-processing step (Section III-E).

Luo et al. [45] added a boundary loss term to the typical cross
entropy loss via the Mumford-Shah function in an end-to-end
deep neural net framework. Hou et al. [46] proposed short
connections between shallower and deeper side-output layers
with a fully connected CRF for correcting wrong predictions.
Hu et al. [47] introduced a deep network learning a level
set function for salient objects. Although the most recent
salient object detection methods [44], [15], [20], [21], [22],
[45], [46], [47] utilize the deep networks to achieve a high
accuracy rate, they do not clearly study the impact of semantic
information. Therefore, in this paper, we explicitly investigate
the importance of semantic information as the semantic priors
into the task of salient object detection.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the our salient object detection
framework in details. Figure 1 illustrates the flowchart of the
proposed framework.

A. Semantic Extraction

As aforementioned, salient object detection and semantic
segmentation are highly correlated but essentially different in
the sense that salient object detection aims at distinguishing
salient objects (foreground objects) from background, whereas
semantic segmentation focuses on separating objects of dif-
ferent semantic classes. Here, SP can be considered as a
general framework in the sense that we can employ any
semantic parser. From the literature review, the end-to-end
deep networks achieve the top performance in the semantic
segmentation task. Therefore, we consider integrating the
semantic parser such as the end-to-end deep networks, i.e.,
[18], [19] into our proposed framework. In this context, “end-
to-end” means that a complete semantic map C can be output
from raw image pixels fed directly to the deep networks. In
particular, we obtain the response score Cx,y for each single
pixel (x, y) as below.

Cx,y = {C1
x,y,C2

x,y, · · · ,Cnc
x,y}, (1)

where C1
x,y,C2

x,y, · · · ,Cnc
x,y indicate the likelihood that the

pixel (x, y) belongs to the listed nc semantic classes. Given

an input image with size h × w, the dimensionality of C is
h× w × nc.

B. Explicit Saliency Map

The explicit saliency map aims to capture the human com-
monsense on detecting salient objects. In other words, it targets
to learn the preference of humans over different semantic
classes such as ‘person’, ‘car’, or ‘horse’. In particular, we aim
to investigate which class is favoured by humans if there exist
more than two semantic classes in the input image. From the
response map C obtained from the previous step, we compute
the class label Lx,y of each single pixel (x, y) as:

Lx,y = argmaxCx,y. (2)

Lx,y will be the index of the semantic class assigned to pixel
(x, y).

In the training phase, given a ground-truth map G, the den-
sity of each semantic class k in the input image is calculated
by:

pk =

∑
x,y(Lx,y = k)×Gx,y∑

x,y(Lx,y = k)
, (3)

where (Lx,y = k) is a boolean comparison which validates
whether the assigned class index Lx,y equals k.

We define the explicit semantic priors as the accumulation
of co-occurrence saliency pairwise of all classes. The explicit
semantic priors of two classes k and t is defined as below:

spExplicitk,t =

∑nt

i=1 p
i
kθ
i
k,t∑nt

i=1 θ
i
k,t + ε

, (4)

where nt is the number of images in the training set, ε is
inserted to avoid the division by zero, and the pairwise value
θg,t of any semantic class pair k and t is computed as below.

θk,t =

{
1 ,∃Lx′,y′ = k ∧ Lx′′,y′′ = t

0 , otherwise
. (5)

Note that we extract the co-occurrence saliency pairwise of
one semantic class and other nc − 1 classes from the training
data.
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In the testing phase, given a test image, the explicit saliency
value of each single pixel (x, y) is computed as:

SExplicitx,y =

nc∑
k=1

nc∑
t=1

(Lx,y = k)× θk,t × spExplicitk,t . (6)

C. Implicit Saliency Map

The previously computed explicit saliency map theoretically
performs well in case the semantic labels of the detected
objects present in the predefined class labels. Obviously, the
explicit saliency map fails in case the expected salient objects
are not in the nc class labels. Therefore, we propose an
additional map, namely implicit saliency map, which can
uncover the salient objects not belonging to the listed semantic
classes. To this end, we oversegment the input image into non-
overlapping superpixels and extract the superpixel features.
Unlike other methods which rely on regional superpixel fea-
tures, here, we take the semantic information into account. In
particular, we are interested in embedding the semantic-driven
features into the superpixel features. Therefore, other than the
off-the-shelf superpixel features, we also integrate two new
features for each image superpixel, namely, local-and-global
semantic features. The local semantic feature of each image
superpixel q is defined as: sp1 =

∑
x,y Cx,y×(idx(x,y)=q)∑

x,y(idx(x,y)=q)
,,

where idx(x, y) is a function which returns the superpixel
index of pixel (x, y). Note that C can be obtained via a
semantic parser as mentioned in the Equation 1. Meanwhile,
the global semantic feature is defined as:sp2 =

∑
x,y Cx,y

h×w .

The semantic features spImplicit = {sp1, sp2} are finally
combined with other superpixel features. We consider the
semantic features here as the implicit semantic priors since
they implicitly affect the mapping of the superpixel features
and saliency scores. Then, we train a regressor rf to estimate
the saliency values of the aforementioned extracted superpixel
features. In particular, we adopt the random forest regressor
which reportedly performs well in [11].

In the training phase, we extract a set of nr superpix-
els {{r1, spImplicit1 }, {r2, spImplicit2 }, · · · , {rnr

, spImplicitnr
}}

from the training image set. For the training ground-
truth label, we compute the corresponding saliency scores
{s1, s2, · · · , snr} via the following rule: if the number of
pixels (in the superpixel) belonging to the salient object or
the background exceeds 80% of the number of the pixels in
the superpixel, its saliency value is set as 1 or 0, respectively.

In the testing phase, we first oversegment the input image
into superpixels and extract the corresponding superpixel fea-
tures. The implicit saliency value of each test image superpixel
q is then computed by feeding the extracted features into the
trained regressor rf :

SImplicitq = rf({rq, spImplicitq }). (7)

This process is run on all superpixels in order to form the
implicit saliency map SImplicit.

D. Saliency Fusion

Given an input image with a size h × w, we compute
the two aforementioned maps, explicit and implicit saliency

Fig. 2. The illustration of the post-processing step in the SP framework. From
left to right: the original image, the ground truth map, the fused saliency map,
and the final saliency map after the post-processing step. The final results
recover and highlight some missing parts of the salient objects with sharp
boundaries.

Fig. 3. The list of semantic classes in both PASCAL VOC and MS-COCO
datasets.

maps. Then, the two maps are fused as follows. We scale the
implicit saliency map SImplicit, and the explicit saliency map
SExplicit, to the range [0..1]. Then we adaptively fuse these
maps to compute a saliency value SFusion for each pixel:

SFusion = αSExplicit + (1− α)SImplicit, (8)

where the weight α, measuring how large the semantic pixels
occupied in the image, is set as

∑
x,y S

Implicit
x,y

h×w .

E. Post-processing Refinement

We observe that the fused saliency map does not entirely
cover the salient object(s) due to the imperfect oversegmen-
tation. Therefore, we perform the post-processing step to
compensate the superpixel imperfection. The dilated saliency
value of each pixel (x, y) is computed as below:

Sx,y = σspatial(x, y)× σcolor(cx,y)× S̃Fusionx,y . (9)

Note that the former term σspatial is used to simulate the
central bias (the objects near the center of the image tend
to be more salient than others) discussed in [48], [49], and
the latter term σcolor is used to recover pixels with dominant
color in the foreground region. In particular, σspatial(x, y) =
exp(−‖[x,y]−[xcenter,ycenter]‖2

‖[xcenter,ycenter]‖2 ) is the exponential function of
the normalized distance from the pixel to the image center.
Meanwhile, σcolor(x, y) =

nf (cx,y)
nf

, where nf is the number
of foreground pixels whose saliency values are larger than the
mean value of the fused saliency map, and nf (cx,y) is the
number of foreground pixels containing the color cx,y in Lab
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TABLE I
THE DETAILED DESCRIPTORS OF THE SUPERPIXEL FEATURES

Feature Descriptors Dimensionality
The average normalized coordinates 2
The bounding box location 4
The aspect ratio of the bounding box 1
The normalized perimeter 1
The normalized area 1
The normalized area of the neighbor superpixels 1
The variances of the RGB values 3
The variances of the Lab values 3
The variances of the HSV values 3
Textons [50] 15
The local semantic features sp1 nc

The global semantic features sp2 nc

color space. Note that Lab color space is found effective in
salient object detection [7], [9]. In addition, S̃Fusion is the
thresholded fused saliency map where saliency values smaller
than the mean value of the fused saliency are set to 0.

Then, we apply the edge-preserving filters in [51] on the
dilated saliency map. This aims to expand more pixels of
salient objects while preserving edges. The resulting pixel-
level saliency map recovers many missing parts of the salient
objects but it may have an arbitrary scale. Therefore, in the
final step, we rescale the saliency map S to the range [0..1]
or to contain at least 10% saliency pixels. Figure 2 illustrates
the results of the refinement step. The post-processing results
actually recover and highlight some missing parts of the salient
objects.

F. Implementation Details

For the implementation, we adopt the superpixel features
(e.g., the normalized area/perimeter/aspect ratio of the super-
pixel bounding box, the variances/means of color histograms
(RGB, Lab, HSV), Textons [50], Local Binary Patterns [52],
etc.) as listed in Table I. We consider various semantic parsers,
namely, FCN [18] with 3 coarse-to-fine settings, 32s, 16s, 8s,
FCN-CRF [19], and Mask RCNN [29] to perform the semantic
segmentation for the input image. In particular, we utilize the
FCNs and FCN-CRF models trained from the PASCAL VOC
2007 dataset [53] with 20 semantic classes and Mask RCNN
trained on MS-COCO [54] with 80 semantic classes (and an
additional ‘unlabeled’ class for a pixel is not classified as any
aforementioned semantic classes). Figure 3 shows the list of
semantic classes in both datasets. It is worth noting that all
classes of PASCAL VOC are fully included in MS-COCO.

We trained the proposed framework on HKUIS dataset [15]
(training part). For the image over-segmentation, we adopt
SLIC method [55]. We set the number of superpixels to 200
which is a trade-off between the fine over-segmentation and
the running time.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Settings

1) Benchmark Datasets: For the evaluation, we compare
the performances of our framework with previous baseline

algorithms on three public benchmark datasets: ECSSD [13],
iCoSeg [56], HKUIS [15] (testing part).

The ECSSD dataset contains 1, 000 images in each of
which a complex background is presented. This dataset is
introduced to overcome the simple setting in MSRA1000 [7]
or MSRA Salient Object Database [12].

The HKUIS dataset has 5, 447 images in two sets, namely,
training set and testing set with 4, 000 and 1, 447 images,
respectively.

The iCoSeg dataset consists of 643 images. The dataset is
collected under the setting where users first decide what fore-
ground is, and then guide the co-segmentation algorithm [56]
via scribbles.

Note that each image in all three datasets consists of single
or multiple salient objects.

2) Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate the performance using
Precision-Recall Curve (PRC), F-measure, and Mean Absolute
Error (MAE).

The first evaluation metric is computed based on the over-
lapping area between obtained results and provided ground-
truth. Using a fixed threshold between 0 and 255, the scores
of (Precision, Recall) pairs are computed and then combined
to form a PRC. We also use the adaptive threshold proposed
by [7], defined as twice the mean value of the saliency map S.
The second metric, F −measure, is a balanced measurement
between Precision and Recall:

Fβ =
(1 + β2)× Precision×Recall
β2 × Precision+Recall

. (10)

We use β2 = 0.3 as suggested in [7], [9] to put an emphasis
on precision. For the third evaluation, we compute the mean
absolute error (MAE) between the predicted saliency map S
and the binary ground truth G as:

MAE =
1

h× w
∑
x,y

|Sx,y −Gx,y|. (11)

B. Effectiveness of Semantic Parsers

We first evaluate different semantic parsers for our proposed
SP framework. As mentioned, we investigate different meth-
ods, i.e., Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [18] with three
settings ‘FCN-8S’, ‘FCN-16S’, ‘FCN-32S’, FCN-CRF [19],
and Mask RCNN [29]. Note that FCN and FCN-CRF yield
the semantic probability maps for 20 semantic classes. Mean-
while, Mask RCNN produces the bounding boxes with the
corresponding semantic class and the segmented object. We
concatenate those segmented objects to form the final semantic
probability maps. FCN and FCN-CRF are trained on PASCAL
dataset whereas Mask RCNN is trained on MS-COCO dataset.

We sequentially integrate each parser into our framework
and train the corresponding framework on HKUIS-training
set. Then, we evaluate the performance of different parsers
on HKUIS-testing set. The performance of different parsers is
shown in Figure 4. Following [13], we first use a Precision-
Recall Curve. Regarding the FCN family, the finer segmen-
tation (8s) outperforms other coarser versions, i.e., 16s and
32s. Meanwhile, FCN-CRF outperforms FCN thanks to the
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(a) Fixed threshold (b) Adaptive threshold (c) Mean absolute error

Fig. 4. The performance comparison of our proposed method with different semantic parsers on HKUIS-testing set [15]: (a) the average precision recall
curve with fixed thresholds, (b) the average precision recall by adaptive thresholding, and (c) the mean absolute error.

(a) Fixed threshold (b) Adaptive threshold (c) Mean absolute error

Fig. 5. The performance comparison of our proposed method with baselines on ECSSD dataset [13]: (a) the average precision recall curve with fixed
thresholds, (b) the precision, recall, and F-measure under adaptive thresholding, and (c) the mean absolute error.

CRF refinement step. And SPMaskRCNN slightly improves
SPFCN−CRF and reaches the highest Precision-Recall rate
over all other versions. Regarding MAE, as shown in Fig-
ure 4c, the implementation of SP with Mask RCNN also
achieves the lowest MAE. In other words, the saliency maps
from SPMaskRCNN are closer to the ground truth map than
others. Therefore, we adopt Mask RCNN as the semantic
parser in our proposed framework for the successive exper-
iments.

C. Comparison to State-of-the-art Methods
In this subsection, we evaluate our proposed SP framework

with state-of-the-art methods on three challenging datasets,
ECSSD, HKUIS, and iCoSeg.

1) Performance on ECSSD dataset: We compare our
work with 23 state-of-the-art methods by running the ap-
proaches’ publicly available source code or pre-computed
results: augmented hypotheses (AH [34]), aggregating multi-
level convolutional features (Amulet [44]), boolean map
saliency (BMS [57]), context-aware saliency (CA [10]), deep
level sets (DLS [47]), discriminative regional feature integra-
tion (DRFI [11]), deeply supervised salient object detection
with short connection (DSS [46]), deep saliency with en-
coded low level distance map (ELD [58]) frequency-tuned
saliency (FT [7]), global contrast saliency (HC and RC [32]),
high-dimensional color transform (HDCT [39]), hierarchical
saliency (HS [13]), kernelized subspace ranking (KSR [43]),

spatial temporal cues (LC [59]), local estimation and global
search (LEGS [20]), multiscale deep features (MDF [15]),
multi-task deep saliency (MTDS [21]), non-local deep features
(NLDF [45]), principal component analysis (PCA [60]), recur-
rent fully convolutional networks (RFCN [22]), saliency filters
(SF [9]), uncertain convolutional features (UCF [61]). Among
them, Amulet, DLS, DSS, ELD, KSR, LEGS, MDF, NLDF,
MTDS, RFCN, and UCF are deep learning based methods.

As shown in Figure 5a, the machine learning-based methods
outperform other low-level stimuli-driven attention baselines.
In addition, the deep learning-based methods surpass the
handcrafted feature-based methods [11], [39]. Meanwhile, our
proposed method tops all handcrafted feature based baselines
and achieves a competitive performance to deep learning meth-
ods. In particular, our method surpasses most of deep learning
methods such as RFCN, ELD, KSR, LEGS. Meanwhile, the
proposed method is slightly inferior to the most recent deep
models such as Amulet and NLDF. Likewise, our method also
obtains the good performance in terms of F-measure in the
adaptive threshold setting (shown in Figure 5b). As shown in
Figure 5c, our work achieves a good performance in terms
of MAE (0.086). In Figure 6, we compare the saliency maps
resulted from our method and baselines. Our results are clearly
close to ground truth and cover the salient objects.

2) Performance on HKUIS dataset: We have 18 baselines
running on this relatively new dataset. We first evaluate our
method using a Precision-Recall Curve which is shown in
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Fig. 6. The visual comparison of different salient object detection baselines. From left to right: (a) Original images, (b) ground truth, (c) our SP method,
saliency baselines with (d) boolean map (BMS), (e) context-aware (CA), (f) discriminative regional feature integration (DRFI), (g) frequency-tuned (FT), (h)
high-dimensional color transform (HDCT), (i) local estimation and global search (LEGS), (j) multiscale deep features (MDF), (k) multi-task deep saliency
(MTDS), (l) principal component analysis (PCA), (m) contrast (RC), (n) saliency filters (SF).

(a) Fixed threshold (b) Adaptive threshold (c) Mean absolute error

Fig. 7. The performance comparison of our proposed method with baselines on HKUIS dataset [15]: (a) the average precision recall curve with fixed
thresholds, (b) the precision, recall, and F-measure under adaptive thresholding, and (c) the mean absolute error.
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(a) Fixed threshold (b) Adaptive threshold (c) Mean absolute error

Fig. 8. The performance comparison of our proposed method with baselines on iCoSeg dataset [56]: (a) the average precision recall curve with fixed thresholds,
(b) the precision, recall, and F-measure under adaptive thresholding, and (c) the mean absolute error.

Fig. 9. The examples of the mutual collaboration of the explicit and implicit
saliency maps. From left to right: the original image, the explicit saliency
map, the implicit saliency map, our final saliency map, the ground-truth map.
The two maps are complementary to each other. On the one hand, the explicit
map removes the noise in the background from the implicit map in the first
two rows. Meanwhile, the implicit map recovers the tray and the building in
the last two rows. Note that the tray the and building are not included in either
PASCAL VOC or MS-COCO semantic classes mentioned in Section III-F.

Figure 7a, b. We observe the similar pattern as in the previous
subsection where the learning-based methods outperform the
low-level feature baselines. Our method achieves competitive
results to baselines. In particular, under adaptive threshold,
our method tops all baselines in terms of precision and F-
measure. As shown in Figure 7c, our method achieves the
good performance in terms of MAE (< 0.1).

3) Performance on iCoSeg dataset: We finally evaluate the
proposed framework on iCoSeg dataset. This dataset contains
images with one or multiple salient objects. We compare our
SP method with other 13 methods. As shown in Figure 8a
and 8b, our work achieves the similar Precision-Recall rate as
NLDF [45] and DSS [46], and high F-measure over baselines.
Note that the baselines perform inconsistently on all three
evaluation metrics. For example, HDCT [39] and DRFI [11]
perform better over AH [34] on PR curve, however, AH
achieves a better MAE rate. In addition, the deep learning
methods such as NLDF and DSS do not achieve the high

Fig. 10. From left to right: the original image, the ground truth map, the
Explicit map, the Implicit map, and our final result. The Implicit map performs
well due to the nature of the dataset.

performance as expected. This phenomenon will be discussed
later in Section IV-F.

D. Impact of Explicit and Implicit Saliency Maps

We also evaluate the individual components in our system,
namely, the explicit saliency map (Explicit), and the implicit
saliency map (Implicit), in the three benchmarking datasets,
ECSSD, HKUIS, and iCoSeg. As shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 7, and
Fig. 8, the two components generally achieve the acceptable
performance (in terms of precision, recall, F-measure and
MAE) which is comparable to other baselines. Generally, the
Explicit map outperforms Implicit map in terms of MAE,
whereas Implicit map achieves a better performance in terms
of F-measure. Therefore, the semantic information cannot be
directly used for saliency detection and it is non-trivial to
directly exploit the output of the semantic segmentation task
for the salient object detection.

As shown in the previous subsection, the two individual
maps are later fused and refined to produce the final saliency
maps which surpass all baselines in three benchmark datasets.
That combination demonstrates that these individual maps
complement each other in our unified framework. Fig. 9
visualizes examples of the mutual collaboration of the explicit
and implicit saliency maps.

In iCoSeg dataset, we notice that Implicit map performs
really well and combines with Explicit map to reach a small
gain. It can be explained by the nature of the dataset since
many images in iCoSeg contain clean and clear background,
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TABLE II
RUNTIME COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS.

Method AH RC SF DSS NLDF CA DRFI RFCN Ours
Time (s) 0.07 0.25 0.15 0.07 0.88 51.2 10.0 5.19 4.75
Code C++ C++ C++ Python-Caffe Python-Tensorflow Matlab Matlab Matlab Matlab

Fig. 11. From left to right: the original image, our saliency prediction, and
ground truth map. There exists no clear explanation that the football player
in the red jersey is more salient than the footballers in white (the top row).
Likewise, the pyramid at the background is more salient than the horse riding
man in the foreground (the bottom row).

which makes the Implicit map well focuses on the main salient
objects. Figure 10 illustrates some examples of iCoSeg dataset.

E. Time Efficiency

It is also worth investigating the time efficiency of different
methods. In Table II, we compare the average running time for
a typical 300× 400 image of our approach to other methods.
The average time is taken on a PC with Intel i7 2.6 GHz CPU
and 8GB RAM with our unoptimized Matlab code. Actually
there are three prominent types of implementations, MATLAB,
C++, and Python with deep learning frameworks such as Caffe
or Tensorflow. Basically, C++ implementation, i.e., AH, RC, or
SF, runs faster than the Matlab based code, i.e., CA, DRFI. The
CA method [10] is the slowest one because it requires an ex-
haustive nearest-neighbor search among patches. Meanwhile,
deep learning-based methods are efficient since those methods
are performed on an end-to-end manner. Our method is able
to run faster than other Matlab based implementations. Our
procedure spends most of the computation time on semantic
segmentation and extracting regional features.

F. Failure Cases

We observe that the adaptive F-measure on iCoSeg bench-
mark is lower than those of ECSSD and HKUIS datasets

(a) PR curve on ECSSD (b) PR curve on HKUIS

Fig. 12. The performance comparison of different saliency aggregations.

(0.81 vs. 0.87 and 0.86). Therefore, we take a closer look
at iCoSeg dataset for failure cases. We observe that iCoseg
contains multiple objects and the ground truth map is very
subjective. Figure 11 demonstrates some failure cases. There
is no obvious explanation that the footballer in the red jersey
is salient while the other footballers are not (in the first row).
Also, in the second row, the pyramid at the background is
salient whereas the riding man in the foreground is not. It
may refer to the top-down saliency where the ground-truth is
provided from the annotators performing a certain task, i.e.,
annotating or searching certain object such as pyramids or
footballers wearing the red jersey.

G. Discussions

First, we would like to highlight the main objective of our
work which aims to analyze and integrate the semantic infor-
mation into the salient object detection problem. In addition,
our method is much simpler than aforementioned deep learn-
ing models. Indeed, the contemporary deep network models
for salient object detection are complicated and perform in
multi-level, multi-scale in order to improve the performance.
For example, Amulet [44], aggregates multi-level convolu-
tional feature to achieve the state-of-the-art performance.

As discussed in [40], the saliency aggregation of the
top 2 saliency models leads the improvement of both, for
example, in terms of precision and recall rates. Therefore,
we are interested in aggregating different models, namely,
Amulet [44] + NLDF [45], and Amulet + SP (ours), by
averaging their saliency maps. As shown in Figure 12, the
combination of Amulet and NLDF slightly improves the
performance of Amulet in the two datasets, ECSSD and
HKUIS. Meanwhile, the combination of Amulet and our
proposed method (SP) further improves the performance of
Amulet to even a larger margin in terms of precision and
recall rates. This explicitly demonstrates the usefulness of
semantic information in the task of salient object detection.
On other words, this illustrates that the semantic priors are
beneficial to the deep learning methods. Although our method
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(a) HKUIS-training set

(b) HKUIS-testing set

Fig. 13. The number of images in HKUIS dataset with salient objects belonging to each semantic MS-COCO class.

is favorably comparable with recent state-of-the-art methods,
combining our method with these state-of-the-arts via saliency
aggregation significantly boosts their performance. This may
suggest the future improvement to the existing state-of-the-art
deep learning methods.

Last but not least, there is a research question “how many
semantic classes are enough?”. In order to answer the arisen
question, we are interested in investigating the overlapping
classes between MS-COCO, PASCAL VOC and saliency
detection datasets. In particular, we manually compute the
appearance of different semantic classes in HKUIS training set
and testing set. For each semantic class, we count how many
images containing the salient objects belonging to that class.
Figure 13 shows the number of images with salient objects
belonging to each semantic class. We can see that the salient
objects do not equally distribute among 80 semantic classes.
As a closer look, the salient objects from 20 common classes
(PASCAL VOC and MS-COCO) outnumber others in the total
80 semantic classes (MS-COCO). Many classes, i.e., hot dog,
sink, toaster are not even found or labeled as salient in both
training and testing sets. Meanwhile, the classes not listed in
the 80 classes (marked as Others) appear in more than 1800
and 1000 images in the HKUIS training set and the testing set,
respectively. Obviously, the Explicit map alone cannot detect
these “Others” classes. The addition of the Implicit map is
helpful to recognize the Others class. From the experiment in
Section IV-B, we can see that the usage of MS-COCO (80
classes) leads to a small increment to the usage of PASCAL
VOC (20 classes). The reason is that the 20 classes in PASCAL
are principal classes such as person, car, bicycle, dog, and cat.
Only few of additional 60 classes in MS-COCO can be helpful
such as bear, elephant, and truck. This demonstrates that the
importance of semantic classes is more significant than the
number of classes.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a framework for saliency detection via
semantic priors (SP). Our proposed framework consists of
several novel technical elements, including: (a) It takes the
semantic segmentation output into consideration in order to
detect salient objects; (b) Two individual maps, namely, the ex-
plicit saliency map and the implicit saliency map, are extracted
from the semantic priors. These two maps are adaptively fused
together incorporating with post-processing to yield a highly
accurate saliency map. A distinguishable feature of the paper is
that, unlike related approaches on deep network-based saliency
models, here the semantic information is explicitly studied.
According to the experimental results provided, this leaded
to a good performance in terms of mean absolute errors and
precision and recall rates.

For future work, we aim to explore salient object de-
tection with top-down cues as discussed in Section IV-F
and Section IV-G. Since the experimental results show that
SP is a general framework which can exploit any semantic
parser, more advanced semantic parsers promise to improve
the framework performance in the future.
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